02 pt cruiser timing marks

PT Cruiser Forum Advertisements. Timing Marks Pics. DigitaL's Gallery. Had a water pump leak
after an overheating issue , Figured now is the time for belt and updated tensioner kit. While
taking pictures of the timing marks for reference, i noticed what i consider slight
inconsistencies in my marks , and the marks found on most diagrams. Allow me to illustrate
When the crank tdc is aligned to the "trailing edge" mark The cam marks look like this Now
when the Cam marks align as per the diagrams exhaust cam half notch lower Then the crank tdc
mark looks like this Thanks in advance guys. Share Share this post on Digg Del. Re: Timing
Marks Pics. I believe: What you're trying to do is line up TDC in cylinder 1, not simply lining up
the crank marks and cam marks. Continue rotating the crackshaft in the proper direction. When
1 is at TDC and not some other cylinder , then all the marks will line up. Someone correct me if
I'm wrong. Well, crankshaft mark and "up" indications on the cams will be TDC on 1. When I did
the 06 and then the 02, I did find different stamping marks on the crank marks slightly different,
but would make it a bad day for you to be off 1 tooth. As you can see on your picture, you are
slightly left on lining up. I had to put my head into the front of the wheel well to observe the line
up. Believe me, it will change if you move your head left. I installed the dampner bolt to use it as
a line up with my eye. If you do this, you will see the cam marks line up. Line up the marks and
use a spot of paint on the belt and cam tooth. Make a mark on the crank tooth and belt. Mark
your new belt mirror your old belt. I even counted teeth to make sure they were the same.
Reinstall the new belt using the paint marks. This technique will always work and you will never
be off! If you look close on the pictures, you will see the marks I made when I did a valve job on
the Great info guys , unfortunately , the belt has been removed , that would have been the
perfect technique skyking.. The "UP" will be upside down on both cams but for some reason,
Chrysler put line up marks on both sides of the cams. Do you sell shirts with that cruiser on it
Looks great! Last edited by skyking; 22 Mar at am. Reason: Shirt question. My understanding
once tension is put back on the belt, all will line up. Have you released the tensioner yet to
check? I'll post a pic of my PT when it looks that good Limited 5 Speed. Johnnyvolvo's Gallery. I
would like to know why the timing marks on yours isn't the same as in the manual also??? I am
getting ready to put a timing belt on my PT cruiser and this is confusing me somewhat. It looks
like your marks are at a totally different position than where the manual says they should be,but
you said the car is running fine at this position didn't you? Yes , the marks in those pictures
illustrate a running alignment. The PT ran very smooth , no missing , no issue. Here is another
illustration showing in RED where the tdc mark is when the cams are aligned as per the manual
clearly not "leading edge". As i have still not replaced the belt yet , i cannot elaborate further. I
have some headwork being done I've done hundreds of them. Well that maybe a slight
exaggeration This is how I do them. Set all the marks where they are supposed to be. Put the
belt on at the crank. Run the belt up to the intake. Rotate the cam slightly clockwise about a half
a tooth. Catch the belt and then turn in back to take up the slack from crank to cam. Clamp it
down lightly. Run the belt to the exhaust cam and your gonna do the same thing as the intake.
Then run it down to the crank and set the tension. Having said all that I still miss it every once in
awhile. Good luck! And when it's all done the marks aren't going to line up perfectly. BB code is
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Marks Pics Had a water pump leak after an overheating issue , Figured now is the time for belt
and updated tensioner kit. Dave Share Share this post on Digg Del. Re: Timing Marks Pics Hmm
If you look close on the pictures, you will see the marks I made when I did a valve job on the 02
Attached Images. Re: Timing Marks Pics Great info guys , unfortunately , the belt has been
removed , that would have been the perfect technique skyking.. Re: Timing Marks Pics Yes. Re:
Timing Marks Pics My understanding once tension is put back on the belt, all will line up. Re:
Timing Marks Pics Well Johnnyvolvo Fresh Cruiser. Re: Timing Marks Pics I would like to know
why the timing marks on yours isn't the same as in the manual also??? Re: Timing Marks Pics
Yes , the marks in those pictures illustrate a running alignment. Re: Timing Marks Pics I've done
hundreds of them. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Water Marks. Rub marks on interior. Swirl
Marks? LinkBack URL. About LinkBacks. Digg this Thread! Bookmark in Technorati. Tweet this
thread. Share on Facebook! It depends on the engine. Some engines are called interference
engines and the pistons will bend the valves when a timing belt fails. DavidH25 answered 8
years ago. The piston will come up on a compression or an exhaust stroke and hit a valve that
is not supposed to be open. That will destroy the top end, and this can happen even if the
engine does not start, the act of trying, cranking to start will do it. Steven answered 8 years ago.

If you are not going fast or revving the engine, it could be just fine. I have had it break on me
twice, but it didn't mess anything up because I was moving at a slow speed. But my PT is doing
just fine I have , miles on it! Keyword Steven is "could be" I sure am glad it did not destroy your
engine, that's great. But some engines it will. It has nothing to do with rpm. Either the tolerance
is so close to hit valves or it is not. Just did one today and lucked out, just replaced belt and
engine runs fine. The last one the water pump seized and stripped teeth off belt but did not hurt
engine The one before broke belt, had 4 bent valves. Before that 2 bent valves. Best if you are
not lucky change belt tensioner and water pump. The PT Cruiser I did today had , km. Arran
answered 7 years ago. To expand on guyiknow's answer. PT Cruisers run semi interference
engines. The path of the valves will not enter the path of the piston. It is possible for the exhaust
valves and intake valves to contact at which point you end up with bent valve stems. My guess
would be the determining factor is where the belt breaks. If it's on the return path to the
harmonic balancer you're unlikely to cause any damage, if it's elsewhere the exhaust camshaft
may continue to rotate as the belt is dragged over the pulley. Take it to a dealer. They will
replace the belt and diagnose the damage. If the belt was not replaced prior to giving you the
estimate, the mechanic has no idea what he is talking about Rongant answered 7 years ago.
Dtroller- the shop doesn't need to install a new timing belt to give that estimate- they only have
to do a leak down test on each cylinder. As mentioned earlier, the valves will not hit the pistons
but can hit each other. Alex answered 6 years ago. Jenn answered 6 years ago. My timing belt
went this week. I keep hearing conflicting stories whether the engine is non interference or not?
I had to have it towed to a shop other than my regular mechanic to do the timing belt. I dont
know if thats a good or bad sign. BTW my garage said Cant even imagine what it will cost me
for valve damage. Mary answered 6 years ago. MzFitz answered 6 years ago. My pt's timing belt
just busted, I am hearing all these stories, I was getting ready to make a right turn so my rpms
were very low, 10 mph.. Yes my motor was still running after the belt broke, Yet I felt a lot of
tension from the motor. I had my PT towed to the mechanic, It also started for them. Now I sit
and wait to hear how much damage was done.. I was told the repairs can go from up to 1, My
stomach is in knots!!! Just bought an 05 PT Cruiser with a broken timing belt Probably bent
valves. The belt was already off, and when i tried to loosen the exhaust sprocket it turned the
cam. I hope it didn't hurt the bottom end. I will buy a used head at the local pullapart salvage
yard. A lot of work ahead, Wish me luck!! Wish l would have read all this before l bought my
Chrysler PT Cruiser. Driving home last november my car lost power and quit on me. My advice
is do your homework before buying another car. Oh and my car only had , miles on it. Hopefully
when the repo guys get it from the dealership, as of this date it has yet to be picked up, and it
goes to auction the person that buys it knows exactly what they are getting into. It pays to
educate yourself before buying a car. Good luck everyone. Karen answered 5 years ago. My
husband's timing belt on his 07 pt cruiser just broke today. It's a non interference motor. It has
miles on it. He's a mechanic so the parts were only to fix it. Some ppl are getting ripped off. Its
hard not to be ripped off unless a family member or you are mechanic when my timing belt was
replaced engine did not start meaning valve damage because my PT cruiser has an interference
engine that's what i was told. My husband's engine wouldn't start and he had no damage to
anything. Just the belt. Jake answered 5 years ago. The PT Cruiser hp engine is always a non
interference engine. The seizing of the camshaft is what is breaking the belt in this case. Failure
to change oil as recommended by Chrysler is usually the root cause. Normally the belt should
last at least at least 80, miles and can last much longer. Your driving habits can greatly reduce
the belts life. Lots of hard accelerations will surely do it. The belt breaking doesn't cause other
problems but other problem like water pump seizing, cam shaft bearing seizing, timing belt
tensioner seizing will break the belt. If you do change the belt either before it breaks or after it
breaks you should also change the water pump and belt tensioner at the same time every time.
Tammy answered 5 years ago. Interference or non-interference? Timing belt broke and the
mechanic I took it too doesn't have the ability to test it. Chargergirl answered 5 years ago. My 07
dodge charger 3. All I'm hearing is the interference motor timing belt goes it destroys the motor
Dan answered 5 years ago. When this happened to me, the mechanic told me that I would need
a new engine. In my case, I only needed the timing belt and water pump Make sure the mechanic
replaces the belt and tests before you do anything!! Mark answered 4 years ago. My timing belt
broke last week while I was on the highway. I lost power and barely made it to the side of the
road. I had it towed to my repair shop where they told me the engine could be damaged beyond
repair. I was on pins and needles for two days waiting to find out. The news for me was good.
My engine is fine. Greg answered 4 years ago. My daughter is away at college. Her PT had a
water pump problem, damaged the timing belt and bent Pistons. It has 89k miles on it. The
mechanic did a test to determine that the valves were bent. A year back I replaced a cam sensor
myself. Is this car worth it? PSALM63 answered 4 years ago. A friend told me to wait until the

belt gives me trouble and that a belt could last forever. Not known if belt has ever been changed
before. I love my car. PT is putting the belt tommorrow. I have a question I have a dodge
caravan with a 2. I have just Bought a P. The car had 92 K on Clock. Took it for M. On 03 Plate
Good all round Full M. Would this be worth Doing up or using for Spears for mine Thank You.
Eugene answered 3 years ago. It is my only mode of transportation and need it for work, just
over , km on the engine. I have read it is either a noninterference, a interference, or semi
interference engine. I am not sure what to do. Guru9V6MV answered 3 years ago. Our timing
belt broke and the engine just turned off and we coasted to the side of the road. NO the broken
timing belt in a PT cruser does NOT ruin anything else that is why its made to turn off
immediately!! It certainly will screw up the engine. PT Cruisers have an interference motor.
When the timing belt breaks it throws rods and pistons. Good luck. It absolutely will mess it up.
PT Cruisers have an interference motor and when the timing belt goes the engine throws rods
and pistons creating catastrophic failure. Michellebv74 answered 3 years ago. Can someone
help me I am Michelle and I did my engine swap and I got 3 bolts left can someone help answer
wear they go. Elmusrati answered 3 years ago. Guru9MH1G answered 3 years ago. The 2. Also,
the valves cannot hit each other and bend that is internet BS. Leatherneck answered 3 years
ago. I have a pt cruiser. I was at the top of a bridge when mine failed. Thank God there was no
damage due to low speed. Mark answered about a year ago My timing belt broke last week while
I was on the highway. WHERE the heck were you getting repairs done??!! GuruY3G85 answered
2 years ago. Guru9MH1G, you state the 2. How can I verify this as my local repair shop told me it
was an interference engine? Recently purchased to be me errands car in the city. PSALM63
answered 2 years ago. This might help you with information. I have forgotten where I got my
info. I still have not had the garage look at mine re changing the timing belt yet because it has
not yet broken and thank goodness since it is an expensive repair on this car. I sure hope this
helps! Jamie answered 2 years ago. It could mess the valves up. But if it does just get another
PT engine with Turbo from the junk yard there are a lot of them in the junk yard for parts. I got
an engine code P the engine has lost power immediately after replacing the transmission of my
Crysler Pacifica 4. How do I know what to replace when two mechanics are saying opposite
things; one says that I should buy the timing belt kit and the other just the crankshaft and the
camshaft sensors. I appreciate your feedback thank you. GuruTR2RZ answered 2 years ago.
ShortstepGMC answered 2 years ago. The naturally aspirated non-turbo is NOT an interference
engine. The turbo read GT most definitely IS an interference engine. Read a book sometime. The
internet doesn't know all. OK, I messed that one up. Was thinking about my Volvo turbo - lose a
timing belt on one of those and it's time to rebuild the head. See my other post on Cruisers.
GuruXDJQ6 answered 2 years ago. GuruLGPS4 answered about a year ago. Time belts breaking
the engine valves, pistons and everything is certainly the norm but it does depend on the
circumstance. Unfortunately mine broke while I was doing 60 on the freeway. Paying to fix it is
cheaper than buying a new car. OldPT answered about a year ago. My timing belt broke doing
85 MPH on the freeway. This is my 3rd timing belt kit but the first time I had one break while
driving. I replaced the first one at , miles, the second one at , miles and it snapped at , miles. I
planned on changing it at , miles but it didn't quite make it. Guru8KTWV answered about a year
ago. My wife has 06 pt touring an when her car does run for 3 days an it starts to click what
does the mean. Is there a difference between years? What is difference between interference
and non? Which
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one does the 2. What about turbo or transmission problems? Would appreciate some feedback.
I've been getting conflicting information on this. Some sites and mechanics say that when the
timing belt breaks on PT's, the engine gets damaged because the valves can make contact with
each other Won't start, has fire to the plug, haven't checked the fuel yet. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Chrysler PT Cruiser question. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from
top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.

